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About This Guide
Greening In Place was produced in partnership with the Audubon Center at Debs Park (ACDP), Public Counsel,
and SEACA. It is intended to give other park and conservation agencies like Audubon the language, tools and
framework to address connections between social and environmental issues and take affirmative steps to ensure
that all communities are able to benefit from green investments.
Audubon became involved in this Guide because of the work by ACDP, which was the first Audubon center built
to serve Latino communities and is a community hub for environmental justice and advocacy work in Los Angeles
and across the Audubon network. How does an organization that specializes in bird conservation stay relevant in
urban low-income neighborhoods? ACDP’s solution has been to invest in addressing community priorities and
concerns. Through programs offered at ACDP, community members participate in culturally relevant conservation
work designed to be connected to the community, building a more diverse and inclusive conservation movement.
For example, ACDP offers programming along the LA River at local pocket parks where community members can
volunteer to become stewards of the park and participate in community science projects. Through communitycentered programming, ACDP has strengthened relationships with people in the neighborhood and expanded its
reach beyond Debs Park. This has helped ACDP authentically reach audiences traditionally ignored or undervalued
by the environmental movement.
Through its deep community engagement, ACDP has come to see that park and conservation agencies can
play an important role in fights to prevent gentrification and displacement. This begins by recognizing that the
work of park and conservation agencies occurs within a broader social context. To ACDP, in order to serve the
community, we need to be engaged with the community’s struggles. ACDP firmly believes that by prioritizing
community needs, park and conservation agencies can achieve significant results for neighborhoods: more green
space and more stable, secure housing for people, leading to a stronger bond of stewardship among people, their
waterways, and bird habitats. This Guide is the outgrowth of this belief.
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Introduction
Access to high-quality parks, green spaces, and recreation areas has significant and long-lasting positive
impacts on individual and community health.1 Green infrastructure projects, such as parks and open space,
can increase biodiversity, improve storm water absorption, reduce urban heat island effects, and regulate
climate emissions.2 Green infrastructure can also facilitate healthy lifestyles and foster strong social
connections by providing a venue for community-building.3
The benefits of green infrastructure are well-documented, yet inequitable investment and racialized land
use practices have long-deprived communities of color and low-income neighborhoods of green spaces. By
focusing on historically disinvested communities, public and private green infrastructure investments can
address disparities and promote environmental justice.
However, it is not enough to simply locate green infrastructure projects in underserved neighborhoods.
Numerous studies have shown that green infrastructure—particularly when executed alongside larger
“revitalization” initiatives—can increase property values and accelerate real estate speculation, which
contributes to the eventual displacement of the low-income residents in the neighborhood.4 As such, green
infrastructure investments must be undertaken with affirmative protections and plans in place to reduce
the risk of inadvertently excluding and harming the very residents they intend to benefit.5 In order to avoid
intensifying environmental injustice under the guise of environmental ethics, green infrastructure investments
must be paired with coordinated policies to maximize opportunity and prevent displacement.
Greening In Place presents a framework for equitable green development to inform the efforts of park
agencies, conservation authorities, and community advocates as they work to promote healthy, sustainable,
and inclusive green development. The Guide assesses displacement risks associated with green infrastructure
investment and provides a number of recommended strategies to reduce the potential harmful economic
impacts such investments may have on vulnerable populations. Accompanying this Guide is an appendix on
implementing the strategies listed here, which breaks down when different strategies in this Guide could be
pursued by different stakeholders in the development process.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR
EQUITABLE GREEN
DEVELOPMENT
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WHAT IS EQUITABLE GREEN DEVELOPMENT?

projects include Atlanta’s “BeltLine”9 and “The 606” in
Chicago, both of which changed citywide mobility patterns
and led to unprecedented private investment. 10 Examples

When we talk about equitable green development in this

of smaller-scale adaptive reuse projects include New York

Guide, we refer to development that prioritizes investment

City’s High Line or Washington D.C.’s planned 11th Street

in, and engagement with, low-income communities and

Bridge Park, which are transforming the surrounding

communities of color that have historically been excluded

neighborhoods.11

from and/or harmed by land use and environmental policy
decisions.6 For generations, low-income communities and
communities of color have not had access to meaningful

WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE & DISPLACEMENT?

green spaces and sustainable infrastructure, resulting in
those communities being unable to enjoy the health and
economic benefits that accompany such investments. At
the same time, environmental harms such as pollution and
ground contamination have disproportionately burdened

Green infrastructure can provide multiple benefits,

low-income communities and communities of color.

including positive health, environmental, climate,
and economic impacts to neighborhoods and local

An equitable green development framework aims to rectify

communities. A recent study by the Trust for Public Land

these harms and improve access to green infrastructure

on the economic impact of these benefits in the City of

in low-income communities and communities of color.

Los Angeles found that the biggest economic impact was

Equitable green development ensures that green

enhanced property values.12

infrastructure benefits historically disadvantaged people
and communities.

Green infrastructure projects are often financed with
public dollars, with the stated intent of building healthy
communities for underserved populations and of
improving access to green amenities in under-resourced,

WHAT IS GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE?

low-income neighborhoods and communities of color.13 But
such investments, together with shifting job and housing
markets, can also set in motion or intensify a process of
gentrification and displacement—a process called “green
gentrification.” First, green infrastructure investments
make neighborhoods more attractive places to live, which
increases surrounding housing costs and spurs real estate
speculation.14 This, in turn, attracts both new development

LA River,
Los Angeles
lariver.org

BeltLine,
Atlanta

The 606,
Chicago

beltline.org

the606.org

and new residents with different racial and socioeconomic
characteristics to surrounding neighborhoods. Without
robust protections in place, low-income individuals and
families are either immediately and directly displaced
by evictions, or quickly become overburdened by rising

When we talk about “green infrastructure” in this Guide,

rents that dramatically outpace their incomes.15 The

we are referring broadly to developments promoted

accelerated cost burden ultimately leads to a tipping point,

on the bases of environmental sustainability and urban

after which greater financial sacrifice or doubling up with

greening. Investments in green infrastructure can include

friends and relatives become untenable and families fall

a broad range of projects, from park development to

into homelessness. Over time, these neighborhoods lose

bicycle infrastructure. For the purposes of this Guide, green

their low-income residents and residents of color. Such

infrastructure also includes what is sometimes referred to

displacement harms long-term residents, resident-owned

as “gray infrastructure,” such as bicycle lanes, farm-to-table

businesses, and neighborhood culture and social capital,

restaurants, energy efficiency buildings, and improved

as well as gravely affecting community health and well-

recycling programs. In Los Angeles, a high profile example
7

being.16

of large scale green infrastructure planning is the ongoing
revitalization of the LA River.8 Other regional scale greening
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The Atlanta BeltLine Struggles With Meeting Affordable Housing Goals
In 2005, the City of Atlanta initiated the creation of the

studied housing prices from 2011 to 2015 found that

BeltLine Redevelopment Plan, a 25-year plan to utilize

home prices in some areas near the BeltLine increased

22-miles of mostly abandoned and underused rail corridor

68 percent over four years—faster than other parts of

and transform it into a new public transit system.21 The

Atlanta. 27

completed BeltLine will encircle the city’s core transit, and
include trails, green space, and abutting development.

In response, ABI and city officials have tried to do more

To date, 10 new parks and 10 trails have opened to the

to create affordable housing around the BeltLine. In

public.22 More than 88 new developments have been

2016, the City Council passed Ordinance 14-O-1614, which

completed or are underway within the planning area (1/2

required developers receiving subsidies to set aside 15%

mile on either side of the rail corridor), with a value of more

of units for individuals who make 80% of the area median

than $1 billion.23 These new developments have created

income (AMI), or 10% of units for people who make 60%

12,000 residential units.24

of AMI. 28 In 2018, ABI convened a panel of affordable
housing experts to help ABI refine its strategies to meet

Despite having goals for “creating and preserving

its affordable housing goals. 29 The final report from

affordability; reducing residential, commercial and cultural

this group is now serving as a guideline to bring more

displacement; reducing racial and economic disparities;

affordable housing to the BeltLine. The BeltLine’s fiscal

promoting transit and connectivity; empowering BeltLine

2020 housing budget included $11.9 million specifically

communities for the future; and ultimately improving the

for affordable housing development. 30 As of recent

overall quality of life for all BeltLine residents,” 25 the project

estimates, according to the BeltLine’s Affordable Housing

has been criticized for accelerating displacement of

Working Group, there were 1,642 affordable units near

nearby communities and not including enough affordable

the trails with 600 more in the pipeline, though the

housing requirements. The city required the Atlanta

project still has a ways to go to reach its affordable

BeltLine Inc. (ABI), the organization that manages the

housing goals. 31

project, to fund at least 5,600 affordable homes along the
trail when it is completed in 2030, but by 2015 there were
only 785 affordable units available. 26 One report which
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These patterns of gentrification and displacement following

acute in communities and neighborhoods situated next to

green infrastructure investments are playing out across

the LA River, where ongoing revitalization efforts have led

the country. The High Line in New York City, an adaptive

to skyrocketing rent and housing costs in recent years.44

reuse project that turned an unused elevated railway on

Given this history in Los Angeles, existing river-adjacent

Manhattan’s westside into a linear park, has accelerated

communities are justifiably wary of efforts to invest in the

the gentrification and development of the previously

riverfront.

industrial neighborhood of Chelsea and has been accused
of alienating the residents of the two large nearby public
housing projects.17 In Los Angeles, the revitalization of
the LA River has put a spotlight on adjacent low-income
neighborhoods such as Chinatown and Elysian Valley.
Between 2017 and 2018, the median price of a house in
Elysian Valley increased by more than 17%.18 The 606, a
rail-to-trail project in Chicago, caused property values in
the adjacent affordable Latino neighborhoods to nearly
double in three years.19 And in Atlanta, the BeltLine has
dramatically increased property values along the 22-mile
rail corridor turned pedestrian trail. 20

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT &
DISPLACEMENT IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY

HOW CAN GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENTS BE MADE MORE EQUITABLY?

In Los Angeles County, low-income communities of color
have historically been plagued by a lack of both affordable
housing and parks. Examples abound, particularly in East,

The risks of green gentrification are serious, and all

South, and Southeast Los Angeles, and in neighborhoods

available tools should be deployed to ensure equitable

along the LA River. The 2016 Los Angeles Countywide

green development without displacement. There is no

Comprehensive Parks and Recreation Needs Assessment

one single policy blueprint or panacea. Multiple anti-

(PNA) determined that 82% of the “park poor” areas in Los

displacement tools must be layered together and tailored

Angeles County were located in minority neighborhoods.
39

to the project-specific risks of each green infrastructure

The PNA found dramatic disparities in park access across

investment program, taking into account deep levels

neighborhoods: from up to 56 acres of park space per

of community input. The precise mix of policies and

1,000 residents in wealthy suburban communities to less

programs should be context-specific and driven by

than 0.5 acres of park space per 1,000 residents in lower

activated organizations and community leaders in

income urban communities with higher concentrations of

affected low-income neighborhoods. This Guide presents

non-white households.40 To address this dramatic disparity,

a menu of policies, programs, and standards to help

state and local resources have emerged to generate green

reduce displacement pressures, stabilize low-income

infrastructure investments in park poor neighborhoods.41

communities, and align development and investment with
community benefits.

However, as public and private green infrastructure
investment has increased, so too has the displacement of
low-income residents.42 This is not a new issue. Community
concerns about gentrification and displacement have long
been associated with proposed parks and open space,
habitat restoration, and green infrastructure investments
in Los Angeles County.43 These concerns are particularly
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The 606 in Chicago Spurs Green
Gentrification & Community Responses

The Los Angeles Regional Open Space
& Affordable Housing Collaborative
Advances Strategies to Combat
Green Gentrification

The 606 was a project conceived to address the lack of
green and recreational space for the residents of the
Logan Square neighborhood in Chicago.32 In 2004, the

To address the LA River revitalization and other green

City proposed converting the abandoned “Bloomingdale

infrastructure investments’ role in contributing to

Line” in the neighborhood to a park, which initiated a

the unprecedented and ongoing affordable housing

wide range of interest from federal investment to real

and homelessness crises in the Los Angeles region, a

estate development. The City’s proposal prompted
33

group of non-profit organizations and public agencies

neighbors to form a community group called Friends of

representing open space conservation, affordable

the Bloomingdale Trail, which spearheaded a coalition

housing, and local community groups came together

partnership with Trust for Public Land, City of Chicago,

in the Spring of 2016 to form the Los Angeles Regional

Chicago Park District, and a dozen other groups to help

Open Space and Affordable Housing Collaborative (LA

develop the park and trail system that would connect

ROSAH). LA ROSAH’s mission is “to explore strategies

Logan Square and four other neighborhoods. After years

to combat the issue of green gentrification, create a new

in the community design process, final plans for the $95

model of development that would expand low-income

million project were unveiled in 2013 and the first phase
opened on June 6, 2015.34

communities’ access to nature while also mitigating their

Unfortunately, the 606 spurred green gentrification

awareness of those opportunities through education and

risk for gentrification and displacement, and promote
public programming”.45 Beginning in 2016, members of

in the affordable areas surrounding the project. A

LA ROSAH have collaborated with local park agencies

gentrification mapping study by the Institute for

to incorporate anti-displacement and equitable parks

Housing Studies at DePaul University found that housing

development policies through green infrastructure

prices rose along the 606 as soon as the project started

financing mechanisms, including funding available

and that these increases, upwards of 22%, happened

through Measure A, passed by Los Angeles County

most in the more affordable, lower- and moderateincome section of the trail.

voters in 2016, which prioritizes funding resources for

In 2017, LUCHA, a local advocacy group, convened

of color.46

35

park-poor neighborhoods and low-income communities

partners to craft The Pilot Act for the Preservation of
Affordable Housing ordinance that would curb the
number of property demolitions in the residential
area surrounding the 606 through the imposition of a
demolition fee per affordable unit lost.36 The collected
demolition fees would be placed into a 606 Residential
Area Affordable Housing Trust Fund to help maintain
affordable housing in the area.37 The ordinance was
adopted in January 2020 and a six-month moratorium
was placed on all demolition so the city could work
with residents to craft better policies to ensure better
housing protections.38
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EQUITABLE GREEN
DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES
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Presented below are anti-displacement policies and program recommendations that public agencies, advocates, and
developers can strategically employ to combat the displacement impacts of green infrastructure investments and advance
equitable green development. 47 These strategies fall into six general categories:

1.

Tenant
Protections

4.

Enhancing
Economic
Opportunites

2.

Land Use &
Housing

3.

Aligning Funding
with Equitable
Outcomes

5.

Community
Engagement
& Ownership

6.

Design &
Operations

TENANT PROTECTIONS

regulations on rent increases and stronger protections for

One of the most important ways to protect tenants facing

Rent stabilization policies in California have been legally

tenants subject to these “no-fault” evictions.

displacement pressures is to stabilize housing costs

tested, upheld by courts,52 and proven to be effective

and increase eviction protections. The following policies

tools that cities can quickly implement to protect a large

should be considered in order to mitigate against green

percentage of residents at little cost to the public.53 At

gentrification and provide renter households the stability

the time of publication, six cities in Los Angeles County

they need to stay in their homes and benefit from green

have implemented permanent rent control measures:

infrastructure investments.

Los Angeles, West Hollywood, Santa Monica, Beverly Hills,
Inglewood, and Baldwin Park.54 The Board of Supervisors
in Los Angeles County also recently adopted rent control

Rent Stabilization

measures for unincorporated parts of the county.55 Yet

Rent control or rent stabilization refer to policies that limit

the rest of the County’s 88 total cities (except for the

the allowable annual rent increases for apartments and

cities with their own rent stabilization ordinances) do

other rental housing. These policies, which can be enacted

not have permanent protections against unrestricted

into law by the state legislature or by the local jurisdiction

rent hikes. Rent stabilization policies help stabilize rent-

in the form of a Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO),

burdened families and individuals, and implementing these

typically allow landlords to set the initial rents for new

protections is critical to creating healthier communities in

tenants, but limit subsequent rent increases.48 For example,

Los Angeles and beyond.

an RSO may allow rent increases equal to the change in
the Consumer Price Index (a measure of inflation), with a
ceiling of 3% and a floor of 0%. Rent stabilization policies

Just Cause Eviction Policies

give tenants the security of knowing their rent will increase

Just cause eviction policies protect tenants from arbitrary,

by a predictable and relatively modest amount each year,

discriminatory or retaliatory evictions, while ensuring that

while allowing landlords to obtain a fair return on their

property owners can lawfully evict tenants as long as they

investment.

have a good reason.56 In jurisdictions with a just cause
eviction ordinance, landlords may only issue evictions for

In California, recent state laws provide many tenants

specific reasons where a tenant is at fault—such as when

basic protections against rent gouging and “no-cause”

a tenant uses the property for an unlawful purpose, fails

eviction.49 However, even with these new protections in

to pay rent, materially breaches the lease, or creates a

place, landlords can increase rents more quickly than many

nuisance—or for narrow reasons where the tenant is not at

tenants can afford, 50 and landlords can still evict tenants

fault but the landlord is either withdrawing the unit from

in order to remove the unit from the rental market, or

the rental market or moving in to the unit themselves.

for the landlord to move in to the unit, without providing
a significant relocation payment to the tenant.51 Local

Effective just cause eviction policies also require property

jurisdictions in California can, and should, adopt stricter

owners to pay relocation assistance to a tenant subject to

11

a no-fault eviction. Strong relocation assistance policies can

Tenant Buyout Regulation

enhance housing stability by helping displaced households

In order to preserve tenancies, jurisdictions should

find comparable housing that they can afford. Relocation

implement safeguards to protect tenants who are offered

assistance amounts should reflect the true costs paid by

a payment to move out of their apartment, referred to as

tenant households to leave a home, including the costs to

tenant buyout agreements or “cash for keys” agreements.62

take time off of work or school to pack up belongings and

Tenant buyouts can often be coercive or based on a

move, and the costs associated with finding and paying for

misunderstanding of the tenant’s right to stay in the unit.

a new home—including, but not limited to, a new security

To address this, local policies should regulate buyouts by

deposit and first and last month’s rent, application fees,

requiring the landlord to include information about the

temporary storage costs, utility connection fees, and other

tenant’s rights with any offer requirements, such as the

expenses.57

right to relocation assistance, and allowing tenants to
rescind the agreement for a specified period of time.

Such policies are essential to preventing displacement.
A rent stabilization program without just cause eviction

Code Enforcement

policies will fail to promote tenant stability, as landlords

Jurisdictions should also adopt code enforcement

could simply evict tenants for any or no reason at all in

programs to ensure landlords comply with health and

order to obtain higher rents—especially in low-vacancy and

safety codes to keep tenants housed in stable and safe

expensive housing markets.

housing. An enhanced code enforcement program should
include systematic inspection of all rental units on a regular
basis, and not simply in response to complaints by tenants
or landlords. A code enforcement program should also
include mechanisms to ensure that landlords comply with

Rent Control Adopted in
Los Angeles County

orders to cure code violations.63 Such programs, when
successfully implemented, can improve the quality of rental
housing in a jurisdiction.

Tenant Education and Outreach

In May 2017, dozens of tenants, organizers, and
community-based organizations staged a march to

To be most effective, legal protections must be

share their stories of eviction, housing instability, and

accompanied by tenant outreach and education efforts

loss of community with the Los Angeles County Board

so that tenants can assert their rights. Landlords should

of Supervisors (BOS), asking the BOS to re-institute

be required to provide tenants with notices that explain

rent control and just cause eviction protections in

their rights at the start of their tenancy, with any rent

unincorporated county areas.58 The BOS subsequently

increase notice, and with any notice of termination. These

created a Tenant Protections Working Group to provide

materials should be posted in common areas throughout

recommendations on tenant protections.59 In response

the property, made available in the predominant languages

to the recommendations of the working group—and as

spoken in the jurisdiction, and include annotated versions

a result of robust tenant organizing—on November 19,

of agency-prepared form notices for rent increases and

2019, the BOS adopted rent stabilization and just cause

termination of tenancy.64 In addition, jurisdictions can

eviction protections as a permanent ordinance, securing

affirmatively conduct education and outreach to tenants

the largest expansion of tenant protections by a city or

through their own programs or by partnering with

county in California in nearly forty years.60 The ordinance

community-based organizations.65

provides just cause protections and a 3% cap on rent

Right to Counsel in Eviction
Proceedings

increases for all multi-family rental units built before
1995 in Unincorporated LA County.61 It also includes
protections for tenants when offered buyout agreements,

An increasing number of jurisdictions have begun

a public-facing rental registry that will include all covered

exploring the establishment of a funded “Right to Counsel”

rental units in Unincorporated LA County, and robust

for low-income tenants in eviction proceedings.66 In

relocation assistance for tenants who face no-fault

eviction proceedings across the United States, 90% of

evictions.

tenants facing eviction do not have legal representation.67
Without counsel, tenants are more at risk of being evicted
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and having judgments filed against them. With a Right to
Counsel, tenants can assert their legal rights and often
avoid displacement. In New York City, funding for tenant
legal services has increased substantially since 2014 and
a Right to Counsel was established in 2017. As a result,
evictions have dropped 27% since 2013, including a full 5%
in 2018 after the Right to Counsel was implemented.68
A Right to Counsel program should also include
pre-eviction services to guide tenants who are at risk of
eviction on their rights and facilitate negotiations with
landlords to avoid eviction. Pre-eviction services could
also include advice on accessing alternative sources
of assistance, such as disability benefits or Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). Programs should also
include emergency rental assistance, as well as assistance
for seniors and individuals with disabilities who are
surviving on small, fixed incomes.

Land Use & Housing
Green infrastructure investments, like other public investments, have the potential to catalyze both new private development
and real estate speculation, leading to the gentrification and displacement effects discussed above. The land use, zoning and
other housing policy tools listed below can help ensure that affordable housing and other community-serving assets will be
built and preserved to help combat such effects.

zoning for affordable housing
development

The Housing Element can include any number of policies
and programs that link green infrastructure investment with
anti-displacement and equitable development standards.
As the jurisdiction’s overall housing policy framework, the
Housing Element is a vital tool for local government and

Zoning and land use plans directly shape how a community

community stakeholders to articulate a vision for equitable

is developed. These plans present opportunities to address

green development and establish concrete policies and

neighborhood-specific concerns and implement equitable

programs to implement that vision. A city may advance

development strategies.69

equitable green development by including policies that
link green development with housing justice in its Housing

General Plans & Housing Elements

Element.

In California, all cities must adopt a general plan that
governs all development in the jurisdiction.70 The general
plan must include seven mandatory elements: land use,

Specific Plans & Community Plans

circulation, housing, conservation, open space, noise and

In California, community plans and specific plans are

safety (seismic and fire).71 The Housing Element of the

used to systematically implement the general plan in a

general plan must “make adequate provision for the housing

particular geographical area.75 These plans effectively

needs of all economic segments of the community.” 72 This

become a set of zoning regulations that provide specific

is an obligation to make adequate sites available to meet

direction to the type and intensity of uses permitted in the

the need for low-income housing and to eliminate barriers

area. Development proposals must be consistent with the

to the development of housing.73 Any land use action a

applicable community and/or specific plan in order to be

municipality takes, such as approval of a new development

approved.76 If the plan contains provisions for affordable

or creation of a neighborhood-specific plan, must be

housing, these provisions may help enable the preservation

consistent with the city’s general plan, including the
Housing Element.74
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and development of affordable housing around green

UNIDAD Wins A People’s Plan for
South & Southeast LA

infrastructure. Community and specific plans also create
opportunities for low-income residents and communitybased organizations to advance an affirmative vision for
equitable green development.77

In the context of increasing development in South Central
Los Angeles, a grassroots coalition called United Neighbors
in Defense Against Displacement (UNIDAD) organized local
residents for over a decade to create the People’s Plan.83
The People’s Plan was the result of a community-driven
process and reflected the community’s own vision for how
it wanted development to occur to meet the community’s
needs. The People’s Plan recommendations broadly
focused on: creating affordable housing and stopping
displacement; promoting inclusive economic development
that supported local workers and businesses; prioritizing
environmental justice and enhancing community health;
and strengthening community leadership in the land use
planning process.84 After concerted advocacy, in November
2017, the Los Angeles City Council unanimously adopted
community plans for South and Southeast Los Angeles
that incorporated nearly all of the proposals put forth in
the People’s Plan.85 The coalition’s victory is a blueprint
for future community-led planning and efforts to combat
displacement effects.

Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan
Centers Community Voices
Equitable Green Development
Overlay Zones

The Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan (CASP),78 adopted
in June 2013 by the Los Angeles City Council,79 created

An overlay zone is part of a city’s general zoning code,

new zoning regulations for 660 acres of industrial land

but is superimposed on the existing zoning map, in effect

in Northeast LA along the LA River and the low-income

modifying the underlying zoning classifications. Cities

neighborhoods of Chinatown, Lincoln Heights and

can create equitable green development overlay zones

Cypress Park.80 Due to their proximity to transit and

around green infrastructure investments, providing for

the LA River, which is undergoing revitalization efforts,

a comprehensive package of density bonuses, reduced

these neighborhoods are ripe for green gentrification.

parking requirements, and waived or reduced development

Recognizing the long term future impact of the plan,

fees for affordable housing development. An overlay zone

the Southeast Asian Community Alliance (SEACA)

may be an appealing policy choice for a city because it

led a successful campaign to advocate for stronger

does not require revisions of the existing zoning code or

incentives for affordable housing and open space in

significant changes to city development plans.86

the plan. The end result was a plan that, among other
81

things, promotes high density near transit coupled with

Inclusionary Zoning

anti-displacement measures and affordable housing
incentives targeting extremely low-income residents,

Inclusionary zoning ordinances typically require

increases open space and green space requirements

developers to include a certain percentage of affordable

(approximately four acres per 1000 people), and

housing units in new residential development. Effective

increases connectivity to the LA River.82

inclusionary zoning policies promote integrated, mixed
income communities by ensuring housing opportunities
to households earning between 50 and 120% of AMI in
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all new development. Because many cities face more
acute housing needs among families earning less than
50% of AMI, a number of communities have chosen
to design their programs to generate at least some
units affordable to very low- and extremely low-income
residents (earning less than 50 or 30% of AMI).87 Cities
that want to create units for lower-income residents
have a number of options. Common strategies are to:
1. allow developers to provide fewer units with deeper
affordability;
2. purchase the units and add additional subsidy to rent
or sell them at alternative affordability levels;
3. accept in-lieu fees and partner with nonprofits to build
housing with deeper affordability.
By advancing mixed income housing, inclusionary

Measure JJJ & the Transit Oriented
Communites Affordable Housing
Incentive Program

zoning policies can help ensure that any new housing
development that is sparked by green infrastructure
investment will create opportunities for lower-income
residents to stay in their neighborhoods and access the
benefits of growth.

Adopted by the voters of the City of Los Angeles in
2016, Measure JJJ was intended to address the dearth of
affordable housing and decent-paying jobs in the City of

Value Capture Zoning & Affordable
Housing Incentives

Los Angeles.90 Measure JJJ requires developers seeking
certain allowances from the City of Los Angeles (such

“Value capture” programs88 recognize that governmental

as an amendment to the general plan, zoning change,

action and public investment—including green

or height-district change) to include affordable housing

infrastructure investments and increasing the residential

and meet certain standards for quality local construction

capacity of a property—can increase property values

jobs.91

for private land owners, and that this value increase
can be measured and harnessed for public good.

One of the core elements of Measure JJJ is the Transit

Common value capture mechanisms tap into rising

Oriented Communities Affordable Housing Incentive

property values through linkage fees (discussed below),

Program (TOC). The program allows extra density and

tax-increment financing (discussed below), and/or

parking reductions for developments built within a

requiring landowners to use some of the value increase

half mile of a major transit stop that provide on-site

to build affordable housing, public green space, or other

affordable housing and that replace certain housing

community benefits. Value capture zoning programs

existing or previously on the site, with the same unit

provide applicants with increased density in exchange

types and affordable housing levels.92 Since the TOC

for providing affordable housing and other community

program went into effect, developers have proposed

benefits. By aligning housing production incentives with

thousands of new affordable units under the program.93

strong affordability standards, value capture zoning
programs can help promote more affordable housing
opportunities in areas experiencing green infrastructure
investments. Examples of value capture zoning in
California include California’s State Density Bonus Law,
City of Los Angeles Measure JJJ and the Transit Oriented
Communities Affordable Housing Incentive Program,
and the South and Southeast Los Angeles Community
Plans.89
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No-NeT-LOSS & Affordable HOUSING
PRESERVATION

other uses and have similar regulation of demolitions.
Condominium conversion and demolition regulations may
include procedural requirements to ensure that tenants
have adequate notice that their lease will be terminated

One-for-One Replacement

(preventing landlords from evicting tenants under the

Inclusive, equitable development includes the principle

pretext of leaving the rental market only to re-rent the

that development should result in a net gain of affordable

units at a higher rent-level, thereby circumventing local

housing opportunities, not a loss. Accordingly, housing

rent control ordinances);95 substantially limiting the ability

production programs, such as inclusionary zoning, density

to convert rental housing to condominiums based on the

bonus incentive programs, or housing subsidy programs

vacancy rate;96 limiting annual conversions and demolitions

should require that a project replace, on a one-to-one

to a fixed number or fixed percentage of the total rental

basis, any affordable units or units occupied by low-income

housing stock (annual allowance);97 and policies to facilitate

households that were previously on the site. “One-for-one

tenants’ ability to purchase their rental property in the

replacement” policies should always include a significant

event of a sale or conversion by the property owner.98

look-back period, requiring replacement of units that
existed on the property for a significant period prior to the
application for the new development. Without this type of
retroactive mechanism, landlords would be incentivized
to evict existing tenants prior to applying for the bonus,
thereby avoiding the replacement requirement entirely.

Area-Wide No-Net-Loss
assessment to determine whether there has been a
reduction in the total number of affordable units. If so,
additional “No-Net-Loss” tools can be activated for all
areas that demonstrate a loss. No-Net-Loss tools can
include a Recovery Action Plan with specific programs and
investments to prevent further loss of affordable units and
steps to increase affordable housing production in the
area, as well as requirements that future applications for

Project-Based Preservation

discretionary land use approvals include a “Displacement
Impact Report,” discussed below.

Many affordable housing units are in buildings that are

94

subject to affordability restrictions ensuring the units are
affordable to lower-income persons. These restrictions
will expire at some point in the future, threatening the

Limit Condominium Conversions
& Demolitions

affordability of the units. It is important to take efforts
to preserve these units; otherwise, more people will be

Condominium conversions—the process of converting a

displaced. Acquisition funds for green infrastructure

multi-unit rental property held in single ownership into one

development should be coordinated to allow nonprofit

in which the units may be individually bought or sold—are

housing developers to access funding to preserve existing

often preceded by mass evictions of lower income tenants.

affordable housing and extend affordability covenants near

Likewise, demolitions of existing rental units, followed by

parks and green space.99

construction of new units, require existing tenants to be
evicted prior to the demolition. Unregulated condominium

Jurisdictions can also collect and organize data and

conversions and demolitions spark widespread

maintain an early warning system to track affordable

displacement of existing tenants and have the added

housing at risk of losing affordability restrictions. In

effect of massively reducing a jurisdiction’s affordable

addition, in California, local agencies should enforce

rental housing stock. To help stabilize communities at risk

notice and purchase offer rights provided by state law

of gentrification, jurisdictions should limit the number of

with respect to affordable properties at risk of conversion

rental units that may be converted into condominiums or

16
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COmmunity benefit agreements

to market rate due to expiring covenants.100 Community
and specific plans could be designed to require an
inventory of units that: are subject to a recorded
covenant or law restricting rents to levels affordable to

Community Benefit Agreements (CBAs) typically arise as

low-income households; are subject to the jurisdictions’

contracts between developers and community coalitions

rent stabilization ordinance; and/or are currently

that detail a series of commitments that the developer

occupied by low-income tenants. Such programs can

promises to attach to the project in exchange for public

be strengthened by additional requirements for annual

support.102 CBAs tend to involve time-intensive processes

condo

and broad coalitions of stakeholders advocating to secure

reporting on evictions pursuant to the Ellis Act,

101

conversions, and residential demolitions, as well as

multiple commitments, such as affordable housing, local

strategies and policies to respond to a loss in affordable

source hiring provisions, living wages, job training, and

units. As discussed above, policies are also needed to

childcare facilities. CBAs can be attractive mechanisms for

protect renters from unjust evictions and to ensure that

green infrastructure investments because they can provide

green infrastructure investments do not lead to increased

communities with benefits particular to the needs of local

demolitions or conversions of affordable homes to luxury

residents and help address the direct impacts of the project

condominiums.

on local residents.

DiSPLACEMENT IMPACT REPORTS

JOINT DEVELEOPMENT Of parks &
Open space & Housing

To advance equitable development, proponents of green

Joint development of parks and housing occurs when a

infrastructure investments and developments over a

local agency, such as a parks agency, partners directly with

certain size could be required to produce a Displacement

a private or nonprofit developer to develop affordable

Impact Report. Just as an Environmental Impact Report

housing integrated with green infrastructure. Joint

assesses the potential environmental impacts of a

development offers a promising opportunity for green

particular project, a Displacement Impact Report can

development without displacement and addresses the

identify, analyze, and propose mitigation for potential

need for improved park access for low-income households.

significant displacement impacts associated with green

In recent years, park agencies have increasingly focused

development. A Displacement Impact Report should

their attention on creating urban parks in park-poor areas

be prepared at the earliest possible time in the green

and providing programs that aim to increase lower-income

infrastructure investment process. A Displacement Impact

households’ access to green amenities. This shift in focus

Report should analyze the direct or indirect impact of

creates opportunities for joint development of affordable

the project on the surrounding housing stock. Specific

housing and urban greening to advance equitable,

measures that could be looked at for an impacted

sustainable growth.

neighborhood include, for example: current rent burden
of residents; changes in income levels of residents over

Park agencies can replicate the joint development

time; number of renters versus homeowners; median

model used by transit agencies. In many jurisdictions,

income of the neighborhood relative to the rest of the city;

transit agencies have programs to partner directly with

tenant protections in place and the enforcement thereof;

a private developer to develop affordable housing on

number of units with affordability covenants in place and

agency-owned property.103 Transit agencies with joint

status of such covenants; number of units covered by rent

development affordable housing policies report that

control or rent stabilization laws; and number of parcels

transit-adjacent affordable housing generates increased

with underutilized development capacity. The Displacement

ridership, which induces higher fare revenue and

Impact Report should also assess impacts on locally-owned

increased competitiveness for federal grants.104 Park and

businesses at risk of being displaced. Local residents can

conservation agencies can play a similar role as transit

help identify locally-owned businesses early in the green

agencies in developing integrated projects with park and

infrastructure planning process so that jurisdictions and

non-park elements—namely affordable housing, but also

park agencies can plan proactively to implement policies to

commercial and mixed-use elements. The mutual benefit

prevent their displacement.

to the partnering agencies could include cost-sharing,
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cultivating long-term park stewards among on-site

Unity Park in Greenville,
South Carolina

residents, and capturing some of the economic value of
new parks.
Joint development of parks and open space and housing

Unity Park in Greenville, South Carolina is one of many city

can take several forms, depending on the scale of the

parks in the United States being built using an equitable

project and the needs of the community.105 To create

development model to meet the needs of underserved

a framework for joint development of open space

communities through a combination of policies,

and affordable housing, park agencies should identify

community programs, and place-making.108 Previously

potential sites for future acquisition that are suitable for

known as Mayberry Park, it was the only park open to black

joint development. Advocates and community-based

residents in Greenville for decades.109 Today, the park

organizations can assist in this process by identifying

and the Southernside neighborhood around it are being

surplus property owned by park agencies or that might

transformed into what is intended to be both a symbol and

be acquired by park agencies and later become surplus.

a driver of inclusivity. Greenville’s planned 60-acre Unity

Park agencies and conservation authorities should then

Park, scheduled to open in 2021, will incorporate the site

create an acquisition funding source for developer-initiated

and history of Mayberry Park into its footprint.110 Plans for

acquisition and identify green development funding

Unity Park also allow the city to earmark publicly-owned

sources that affordable housing developers would be

land in the surrounding areas for affordable housing

eligible to use for acquisition financing of parcels suitable

development.111

for joint development in partnership with the agency.
Agencies should also consider transferring surplus agency-

Unity Park’s affordable housing component, overseen

owned land to affordable housing

by the nonprofit Greenville Housing Fund, is intended

developers or affordable housing land banks in order

to serve as a buffer against wholesale displacement

to advance opportunities for existing residents to live in

of the community in the Southernside neighborhood.

affordable housing near parks.

Greenville Housing Fund advocates for and invests in
affordable housing throughout the county and serves

A recent example of joint development by a park agency is

as a land bank to acquire land for affordable housing

the Hale Mauliola Navigation Center in Honolulu, Hawaii, a

development. The city is currently in the process of

93-unit temporary homeless shelter operated on state land

transferring ownership of publicly-owned land to the land

leased from the Board of Natural Resources.106 Another

bank while Greenville Housing Fund conducts a feasibility

example is the development of Unity Park in Greenville,

study aimed at identifying the best options for maintaining

South Carolina, which is a larger park project that includes
affordable housing.

housing affordability in Southernside.112 The city has

107

also collaborated with stakeholders to develop a final
design plan for Unity Park that incorporates the history

SURPLUS PUBLIC LAND DISPOSITiON

of Mayberry Park through interpretive signage that will
tell the story of the once-segregated space.113 Community
advocates have said they are pleased with the inclusivity of

The California Surplus Land Act (SLA) is a state law that

the planning process.114

directs local agencies to prioritize the development of
affordable housing and public green space when selling
or leasing their surplus land. The SLA requires a local
agency, before disposing of surplus land, to send a written
offer to sell or lease the land to various eligible entities,
such as public entities, housing authorities, park or
recreation departments, regional park authorities and the
Natural Resources Agency.116 A local policy implementing
the SLA can help address the needs of those most at
risk of displacement as a result of green infrastructure
investment. Jurisdictions in California should adopt a local
surplus public land policy to enforce these important state
law requirements.
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Aligning Funding with Equitable Outcomes
Local, state, and federal funding processes associated with infrastructure development offer necessary and important
opportunities to advance an equitable green development framework. Rather than advocating for equity after funding has
been distributed, setting parameters governing the distribution of funds that include equity is a more systemic and effective
way to guide green space expansion and development so that it is more responsive to community needs.

FUNDING ELIGIBILITY & PROJECT SELECTION

Setting Parameters for Funding:
Los Angeles Measure A Displacement
Avoidance Policy

Many green infrastructure projects require large scale
grants or subsidies. The allocation of these grants and
subsidies typically involve applications and/or public

The Los Angeles County Safe, Clean Neighborhood Parks

bidding procedures that include eligibility criteria and

and Beaches Measure (Measure A) was approved by voters

standards governing selection and awards. These criteria

in 2016 to fund local parks, beaches, open space, and water

can be designed to help minimize green gentrification

resources and will generate over $90 million per year.117

and promote equitable green development by specifically

Concerned that such a large annual allocation could

focusing on anti-displacement and inclusive outcomes.

lead to issues of green gentrification, advocates, led by

For example, RFPs can be shaped to require an

SEACA and other members of LA ROSAH, worked with the

assessment of displacement impacts and a showing of

County Regional Parks and Open Space District (RPOSD) to

no-net-loss of affordable housing. Selection criteria may

incorporate a series of displacement avoidance strategies

be drafted to give competitive advantage to projects that

as part of the Measure A expenditure plan, which was

include community benefits like affordable housing, local

approved by the LA County Board of Supervisors on March

and targeted hiring, and protections for community-

5, 2019.118

serving small businesses. Aligning green development
and equity at the front-end financing stage is a crucial

The Displacement Avoidance Policy includes three key

tool to ensure the eventual development is inclusive and

elements:

responsive to equitable green development standards.

1. a series of incentives to encourage project applicants
to incorporate displacement avoidance strategies as part
of their project, including collaboration with affordable
housing developers and tenants’ rights organizations;
2. the creation of a data collection and evaluation system to
track the impact of park investments over time, including
impacts on neighborhood stability and displacement;
3. the establishment of a Displacement Avoidance Task
Force to provide RPOSD support and oversight in their
efforts to implement the Displacement Avoidance
Policy. 119
housing with deeper affordability.
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VALUE CAPTURE PROGRAMS

Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in
Minority Populations and Low Income Populations, signed
by President Clinton in 1994, requires federal agencies to
identify and address “disproportionately high and adverse

Linkage Fees

human health or environmental effects of [their] programs,

An increasing number of jurisdictions are electing to

policies, and activities on minority populations and low-

charge a “linkage fee” (sometimes called an “impact fee”)

income populations.” 125 In California, Assembly Bill 686

on new residential development to help finance affordable

(AB 686), passed by the State Legislature in 2018, requires

housing. Linkage fees are so-named because they address

jurisdictions receiving state funding to certify that they are

the link between new development and increased demand

affirmatively furthering fair housing.126

for affordable housing. Typically, fee revenue is deposited
in a housing trust fund and used to facilitate construction

There are also federal and state laws that require language

of additional units for low- and moderate-income

access. Executive Order 13166, Improving Access to

households or to achieve other affordable housing goals.

Services For Persons with Limited English Proficiency,

The City of Los Angeles enacted a linkage fee in December

signed by President Clinton in 2000, requires federal

2017 that is expected to generate approximately $1 billion

agencies to “develop and implement a system by which LEP

for the city’s affordable rental and homeownership housing

persons can meaningfully access those services.” 127 Projects

programs over the next decade.120

receiving federal funding must comply with Executive
Order 13166. Further, pursuant to California Government
Code § 7293, every local agency “serving a substantial

Tax Increment Financing

number of non-English-speaking people, shall employ a

Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is a mechanism used by

sufficient number of qualified bilingual persons in public

many jurisdictions today to finance urban revitalization

contact positions or as interpreters to assist those in such

and green infrastructure development. TIFs enable local

positions, to ensure provision of information and services in

governments to borrow from future tax revenue to pay

the language of the non-English-speaking person.” 128

for area development or revitalization.121 Stakeholders
can organize and advocate for the creation of a TIF system

These civil rights laws tie federal and state funding to

that ensures increased value from green infrastructure

equitable outcomes, and provide a means for community

investments is directed to low-income communities. TIF

stakeholders to enforce basic standards of equity and

programs should implement above-discussed policies

ensure that green infrastructure is responsive to the needs

and criteria to mandate that a significant portion of TIF

and priorities of low-income communities and communities

revenue be allocated to the production and preservation

of color.

of affordable housing for low-income households in parkadjacent areas, and not be used in connection with projects
that displace residents. Implementing authorities should
ensure that any new TIF proposal does not exclude lowincome communities in green infrastructure investment
areas.

Application of civil rights laws
Federal and state funding are subject to compliance with
a number of civil rights laws.122 One such example is Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act, which prohibits discrimination
based on race, color, or national origin in any program
or activity that receives federal funding.123 A similar
California state law prohibits discrimination in statefunding activities.124 In addition, Executive Order 12898,
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Enhancing Economic Opportunities
Preventing green gentrification and promoting equitable green development involves more than just housing policy. The
absence of quality jobs and the loss of community-serving and culturally significant small businesses are fundamental drivers
of community instability and displacement. Economic justice—including strong policies to advance quality employment and
inclusive entrepreneurship in low-income neighborhoods— is a cornerstone of a comprehensive equity framework. Green
infrastructure investments need to be coordinated with policies that aim to ensure protection of the economic needs of local
communities. This can be done by promoting businesses and career opportunities at all skill levels, career advancement, and
income mobility.

SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Support Small Business Development
There are numerous ways that green development can
be paired with small business development. For example,
the creation and preservation of park space should be

A healthy and thriving small business economy with

aligned with programs to allow low-income entrepreneurs

ample low-income entrepreneurship opportunities is

to engage in street vending and access park concession

key to ensuring that low-income communities are able

opportunities.

to access the benefits of new green infrastructure and
development. Effectively aligning green development with

Zoning policies can also encourage desired uses, including

small business opportunities involves tools supporting the

sidewalk vending, healthy food retail, federally qualified

creation of new small businesses, opening green space to

health centers, childcare, and cultural and community

micro entrepreneurship, and ensuring the preservation of

centers. Land use policies can also incentivize reduced rent

existing community serving and culturally significant small

retail space for community-serving small businesses by

businesses.

providing incentives such as density increases and parking
reductions to development projects that set aside retail

Preserve Existing CommunityServing Small Business

space available exclusively to such uses on more favorable
terms.

Equitable green development requires preserving existing
community-serving small businesses in low-income

Green infrastructure investments could be implemented

communities. Green infrastructure investments should be

with small business incubator programs to staff, train,

paired with lending programs, grants, technical assistance

coordinate, and connect local entrepreneurs to the

resources, incentives for long-term leases for local small

opportunities and technical assistance needed to create

businesses, and eviction protections for small business

successful self-sustaining businesses that are engines

lessees. For example, LA Metro’s Business Interruption

for economic growth and job creation in the surrounding

Fund provides grants to cover certain fixed operating

communities. This includes a focus on programs designed

expenses, such as utilities, rent, and payroll, to small “mom

to address the unique needs of early stage entrepreneurs

and pop” businesses affected by transit rail construction.129

(pre-start-up through growth stage). Local agencies should

A similar such fund could be set up for existing small

earmark funding for small business initiatives, including

businesses affected by green infrastructure projects.

financial assistance and training and technical assistance
for businesses that could benefit from the economic

In addition, jurisdictions can support existing small

opportunities of green investment. In addition, jurisdictions

businesses through procurement preference policies.

can establish vending or kiosk-based food services in parks

The agency overseeing the green infrastructure project

and green space featuring small businesses from the

should offer priority to local businesses for contracting

surrounding impacted areas.130

opportunities in construction, landscaping, maintenance,
programming, purchasing of goods and supplies, etc. Land
use plans should also include incentives to developers
who prioritize local businesses. Local governments can
also make use of historic designation to preserve culturally
significant institutions, as well as legacy small businesses.
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SUPPORT LOCAL WORKERS

of living wage jobs for residents in the surrounding
neighborhood.

It is well-established that green infrastructure investments

Job Training

encourage economic activity in surrounding communities.

Equitable green development policies need to enable local

In order to ensure that existing area residents reap

workers to participate in the full spectrum of new economic

the benefits of public and private green infrastructure

opportunities created by green infrastructure investments.

investments, policies are needed to support the local

Job training programs should be available to equip workers

workforce and enable workers to participate in new

with skills necessary for jobs beyond those subject to

opportunities as they arise. Through local and targeted

local and targeted hire policies. Economic and workforce

hiring combined with job training and placement

development are critical policies to stabilize communities

programs, green infrastructure investments can advance

and create displacement resilience.

the long-term well-being of surrounding neighborhoods.

Local and Targeted Hire
Local hire ordinances, both for construction activities
and ongoing operation of businesses in neighborhoods
targeted by green infrastructure investment, are a
critical component of strengthening the local economy
while reducing the environmental impacts of workers
commuting long distances. To advance this objective,
jurisdictions can designate funding for local workforce
development and provide job training for impacted parkarea residents, including programs that focus on training
future contractors and construction workers for green
infrastructure development. Jurisdictions can also use
land use plans to incentivize affordable housing projects
that meet pre-defined local hire construction employment
standards.
Targeted hire programs specifically prioritize job training
and hiring for local residents and individuals facing
barriers to employment, including people experiencing
homelessness, single parents receiving public assistance,
veterans, individuals without a GED or high school diploma,
former foster youth, and individuals with a criminal record
or suffering from chronic unemployment.
In implementing local and targeted hire programs,
jurisdictions should partner with community-based
organizations and worker centers that serve local workers
with barriers to employment.

Living Wage
Living wage policies enacted with strong monitoring and
enforcement mechanisms are another powerful tool in
generating higher incomes and local wealth. Local hiring
policies can be coupled with living wage requirements as
well as programs to maintain and increase the availability
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Community Engagement and Ownership
Structures and systems that advance community engagement and ownership of development projects is essential to equitable
green development.

BUILDING CAPACITY AND IMPROVING ACCESS

Effective language access programs require authentic,
culturally sensitive, multilingual communication
and engagement strategies. While language access
requirements will vary depending if a project is subject

Collective community participation can help provide

to federal or state requirements (or both), projects must

the basis for changes to land use plans that in turn help

begin with an initial assessment of linguistic and cultural

prevent (or mitigate) displacement and community

needs of local communities in the surrounding areas of

disruption. In order for community members to

the project and utilize both nationally recognized data

engage fully, they need both resources and accessible

sources, such as the Census, as well as key informant

opportunities for meaningful involvement.

interviews with experts in the local community. The

Stakeholder Notification

latter is particularly crucial in providing more nuanced
local information that may not be captured by national

Jurisdictions should develop a district-wide notification

data sources, such as the literacy levels of local residents

system to alert stakeholders to new development activity

or which dialects are predominantly spoken in a

in their neighborhood. Community stakeholders can more

neighborhood. At a minimum, projects should provide

effectively participate in shaping development plans that

culturally and linguistically appropriate interpretation and

incorporate community and cultural institutions, provide

translation services for any language that is spoken by

adequate housing types, and preserve businesses the

at least 3% of residents in each census tract that will be

community depends on when they can communicate early
and often with developers.

directly impacted by a project. This includes census tracts

With regard to the system of notification, while an

may not be directly adjacent to a project but are likely

that are directly adjacent to a project as well as tracts that
to experience adverse impacts, such as increased traffic

online system with robust promotion via social media

congestion due to project related street closures.

platforms has the ability to reach a large number of
stakeholders, an online only system also has the ability to

Strengthening Community
Knowledge and Skills

exacerbate existing inequalities by excluding residents and
stakeholders with language and/or technological barriers,
such as the elderly, limited English proficient residents,

Equipping people with the knowledge, skills, and coaching

houseless individuals, and those who cannot afford access

to engage in decision-making processes not only amplifies

to the internet or web-enabled devices.

their voices and power, it also makes policies, practices,
and advocacy efforts more responsive to the needs

Language Access

and perspectives of people who will be most directly
impacted. Individual knowledge and skills in the areas of

Language access for limited English proficient (LEP)

financial literacy, employment, and entrepreneurship can

individuals is both a matter of equity and a right under

help residents navigate some displacement pressures

existing federal and state civil rights laws. LEP individuals

before they arise, while leadership coaching empowers

are nearly twice as likely to be living in poverty as
English speaking residents,
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residents to advocate for what they and their communities

and therefore more likely

need. Park agencies can promote individual capacity

to suffer the negative impacts of green gentrification.

for participation by providing popular education and

This is especially true in places like California, the most

leadership development on governance and land use

linguistically diverse state in the nation where 220

planning and policymaking processes, which in turn

languages are spoken and 44% of residents speak a
language other than English at home.
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will equip local residents, youth, and others with strong

As discussed in a

community ties to become civic leaders and decision-

prior section, federal and state laws protect and require

makers.

language access, including Title VI of the Civil Rights Act,
Executive Order 13166, and California Gov. Code § 7293.
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COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP

Partnership with Community-Based
Organizations
Green infrastructure investments should be designed in

Creating a framework to enable community ownership

partnership with community-based organizations rooted

of rental units is a promising strategy for preserving

in, and accountable to the needs of residents.133 In Los

affordable housing and combatting displacement. Tenant/

Angeles County, organizations like SEACA, Mujeres de

community opportunity to purchase (TOPA/COPA) is

la Tierra and Little Tokyo Service Center are pioneering

an emerging anti-displacement tool that can be used

efforts to use park projects as vehicles for equitable

to preserve affordable housing, empower tenants, and

community development. Partnerships with

stabilize low-income communities facing displacement.

community-based organizations can help create long-

TOPA/COPA policies require landlords to notify tenants if

term local stewardship by park-adjacent communities.

they are planning to sell their building and provide tenants

By engaging with community-based organizations to

(and the community) the opportunity to collectively

encourage and prioritize local residents’ participation

purchase the building.137

in planning and decision-making processes, green
infrastructure investments can achieve better integration

Community Land Trusts (CLTs) are another established

of area-specific needs and protect communities against

vehicle to facilitate community ownership.138 While

displacement.

CLTs and other land-owning entities and programs that
govern the terms for owners and tenants are not new,
they are gaining attention as an important housing

What Community-Owned Development
Enterprises Look Like:
Little Tokyo Service Center

strategy to facilitate community ownership and ward
off displacement. CLTs often set ground rules around
the resale of units as a way of guaranteeing perpetual
affordability. Because CLTs also include mechanisms to
ensure community-informed decision-making regarding

There are promising examples of organizations throughout

the land and the building – for example, the building

the United States structured as community-owned

may be owned or leased by a cooperative representing

development enterprises. For instance, the Little Tokyo

the community – CLTs facilitate greater control over local

Service Center (LTSC) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit that provides

resources.

culturally competent programs and services to the
Asian and Pacific Islander community of the Little Tokyo

As with all strategies in this Guide, policies should be

neighborhood in Downtown LA. In line with its mission,

tailored to the communities who will be impacted by a

LTSC works to shape development in Little Tokyo in order

green infrastructure project. CLTs and TOPA/COPA policies

to preserve one of the last three remaining “Japantowns”

may not be effective for communities at the lowest income

in California. Over the years, LTSC has engaged with

levels because they likely do not have the resources to

more than 15 partners on 22 development projects to

make the financing work.

establish over 800 affordable housing units and 125,000
square feet of community facility space. LTSC’s long-term
strategic partner, the Little Tokyo Community Council—a
neighborhood council comprised of over 90 businesses,
community leaders, and community-based organizations—
helps to set LTSC’s strategic development priorities and to
ensure that the community’s voice is heard and reflected in
those projects.134
Similar approaches and achievements can be seen
in the work of the East LA Community Corporation
(ELACC) located in East LA135 and the Codman Square
Neighborhood Development Corporation (CSNDC) located
in the Dorchester neighborhood of Boston.136
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of a task-force dedicated to enforcing anti-displacement

Community Land Trusts in Los Angeles

policies. Successfully implemented anti-displacement
mitigation and monitoring will serve as evidence of

T.R.U.S.T. South LA is a community-based organization

accountability, thereby increasing community support for

that works to build community control of land in

future green infrastructure investments.

Los Angeles to stem the tide of displacement in
neighborhoods where increased property values
and rents are forcing out long-time residents.139

Community Stewardship

The organization has leveraged laws regulating the
disposition of public land to strategically acquire sites

Preserving the long-term stability of park adjacent

for affordable housing development.140 For instance,

neighborhoods requires ongoing stewardship. Park

T.R.U.S.T. South LA successfully acquired a seven-acre

agencies should maintain a consistent and engaged

Brownfield site formerly owned by the Los Angeles

presence in the community through education and

Redevelopment Agency to develop a community-

engagement with local public schools and other community

controlled project which will include 121 affordable

institutions. For example, agencies could offer instruction in

homes, a community center, and a four-acre public

habitat restoration, growing and planting native plants, and

park.141

sustaining biodiversity. These educational efforts can lead
to the creation of a corps of park stewards who will become

T.R.U.S.T. South LA’s success provided a model

irreplaceable caretakers of neighborhood green spaces.145

for other community-based coalitions such as the

Robust local park stewardship may pave the way for future

Eastside Leadership for Equitable and Accountable

opportunities to advocate for greater protections against

Development Strategies (Eastside LEADS)142 to explore

potential displacement impacts under state and federal

strategies, in partnership with Los Angeles County, for

environmental protection laws, such as the California

creating additional CLTs. Beginning in 2018, Eastside

Environmental Quality Act and the National Environmental

LEADS has been reaching out to residents in East LA

Protection Act.146

to assess community needs, with the goal of creating
a community-driven business plan for the creation of
a CLT in order to combat displacement.143 Part of this
process involves surveying publicly-owned land in the
area to identify a viable starting point for a CLT.144

ACCOUNTABILITY AND MONITORING
An equitable development framework requires measures
to assure accountability and monitoring after a project
opens. Accountability and monitoring strategies include,
but are not limited to, meaningful community stakeholder
involvement, culturally authentic and relevant park design
and decision-making, proper timelines, initial assessments
and mapping of communities that are vulnerable to
displacement, adaptive policymaking, and ongoing
affordable housing remedies. Jurisdictions can create a
framework that allows for adjusting policies after green
infrastructure development or revitalization is underway
to provide increased protective measures for vulnerable
area residents and small businesses in response to
displacement impacts as they occur. In addition, equitable
green development can be advanced through the creation
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Design and Operations
While parks are meant for everyone to enjoy, in gentrifying neighborhoods, park design, operations, and policing are often
cited by low-income residents as the reason they feel excluded. As such, inclusive design, operations, and programming are
vital components of equitable green development policies. Exclusive design and policies that disproportionately harm people of
color, youth, and unhoused people, must be actively avoided.

DESIGN AND HOSTILE ARCHITECTURE

Programming and operations

Design plays a large role in whether low-income long-term

While parks are designed to provide maximum access

residents feel that a new park is open to them. One of the

and enjoyment to the broadest range of users, decisions

most common examples of exclusionary design is hostile

around park programming and operations that do not

architecture which uses design elements such as limited

take into consideration all users at the front end of the

seating, studs embedded in flat surfaces, gates around

planning process can lead to a number of unintended

parks, and sprinklers that are pointed onto sidewalks to

consequences. In one high profile example, the City of San

discourage individuals who are perceived to be engaging

Francisco began utilizing a citywide reservation system for

in undesirable behaviors such as crime and drug use from

use of its public facilities. For a $27 fee, users could reserve

using the park. However, hostile architecture generally

basketball courts, soccer fields, and other popular facilities

has a disproportionate impact on populations that rely

either online or in-person at the Recreation and Parks

on public space more than others, specifically youth,

Department headquarters. The reservation system ended

Instead, agencies

up excluding youth and low-income residents who could

should eliminate hostile architecture in public parks by

not afford the $27 reservation fee or who were unable to

intentionally designing parks for more park dependent

make a reservation due to language and/or tech barriers.

populations and helping to connect high need park users

The reservation system ended up exacerbating existing

with services.

tensions between higher-income newer residents who

the elderly, and unhoused people.
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used their reservations to kick out low-income long-term
Hostile architecture is not limited to parks themselves

residents who used a more informal system based on

but also to the private property immediately adjacent to

historical neighborhood agreements for playground use.

parks and properties that utilize public easements and

In one case that was captured on a video that went viral, a

right of ways. Examples include large scale, fortress-like

group of tech workers began verbally abusing a group of

developments built around a public park

148

or intentionally

youth in an attempt to enforce their reservation.150

misleading “private property” signs that confuse community
While the San Francisco example is an extreme example,

members into believing public space is private.149

the trend towards the privatization of public spaces is one
Park agencies can utilize their role as an adjacent property

that has been gaining momentum all across the country.

owner to limit the proliferation of hostile architecture

One notable example of “greenlining” is Foothills Park in

throughout a broader community. Agencies should engage

Palo Alto, which explicitly excludes non-Palo Alto residents

with city planning departments to advocate for land use

from using the park.151 This type of policy functions as a

policies and design standards that promote more inclusive

form of institutional segregation since often “outsiders”

development, community-oriented design standards,

come from lower socio-economic communities. The

and encourage better pedestrian connectivity to parks.

COVID-19 pandemic has also accelerated this trend. Public

Agencies should also provide public comment on individual

sidewalks are being taken over by private restaurants for

projects seeking public entitlements or public easements

outdoor dining and fitness instructors regularly use public

and right of ways.

parks to hold private fitness classes. Unfortunately these
private uses often require the over-policing, harassment,
and eviction of more vulnerable park users including the
unhoused, street vendors, and youth.
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Recommended strategies include developing population-

There are numerous public safety strategies that can be

specific programs and engagement such as a targeted

pursued in parks that do not involve the police and that

youth strategy and a separate senior-focused strategy.

make everyone feel safe. For example, design, such as

This will require park agencies to engage in regular

adequate lighting and increased visibility can foster public

assessments of park users as well as the surrounding

safety. Fostering community stewardship and guardianship

neighborhood to understand who lives, works, and

for the care of public space can also deter the need for

attends school in the area and are likely park users before

police engagement and prevent crime. Further, the

developing their outreach and engagement strategies.

promotion of the park’s positive programming can deter
criminal uses from developing. Finally, research indicates

Park agencies should also develop innovative partnerships

good maintenance and adequate staffing also enhance

that connect high need populations with programs and

safety in parks over time.155 In addition to engaging the

services rather than design that pushes them out, or worse,

community, park agencies should work with other city

harassment and police intervention. Examples include

departments to identify other city resources as alternatives

Woodruff Park in Atlanta where a full-time case manager is

to policing.

assigned to connect park users with social services

152

and

Los Angeles’ Metropolitan Transit Authority which funds
homeless outreach teams on Metro buses and light rail
lines.153

PUBLIC SAFETY AND POLICING
Public safety and policing in parks and open spaces has
historically functioned to exclude low-income residents
from these spaces and disproportionately harmed people
of color, especially Black people, unhoused people, youth,
and gender-nonconforming people. As such, public safety
planning for parks and open space must be approached
with care and with an eye toward racial and economic
justice.
Public safety looks different for different communities,
and agencies should consider these different conceptions
of public safety in the planning, design, and operation of
parks and open space. This effort requires working with
the community to find the right strategies to maximize
public safety for the specific park. Community co-design
and management of parks should include dialogues about
safety and what the term “public safety” means to the
unique members accessing the park and be responsive to
community suggestions. While all communities want to
feel safe in parks and open spaces, agencies should not
assume that “public safety” is synonymous with policing
and in fact, conflict resolution strategies are likely to be
a more effective intervention.154 Indeed, because of the
disproportionate harm caused by policing on Black people
and communities of color, public safety strategies for parks
and open space should actively avoid involving the police.
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Conclusion
Public development of parks and green infrastructure increases livability, access, safety, and health for the
greater community. However, without proper protections in place, green infrastructure investments can
accelerate the gentrification and displacement of low-income communities and communities of color they
purport to help. But there are many policy tools available to ensure that green infrastructure investments are
made equitably and inclusively.
This Guide is intended to serve as a framework for equitable green development and provide a menu of policy
options that park and conservation agencies, in partnership with communities, can pursue to combat the
displacement impacts of green investments, rectify past harms, and advance racial and economic justice. By
pursuing green investments in an equitable and inclusive manner, park and conservation agencies can help
ensure that all communities are able to benefit from parks and green space for generations to come.
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Appendix: How To Implement
Implementing Greening In Place: Protecting Communities From Displacement
This implementation guide serves to help Community Organizations, Public Agencies, and Funders better understand
how to balance the need for parks and housing while mitigating consequences of gentrification. This is a companion
piece that should be used with the main guide Greening In Place: Protecting Communities From Displacement.

HOW TO USE THIS COMPANION PIECE
We know it takes a village to get a park built - from community leaders lobbying their elected representatives to
funders who donate playground equipment and park agencies responsible for developing and operating the park.
While the main guide serves as a comprehensive listing of all the community stabilization strategies, we recognize
that each stakeholder will have their strengths and limitations for what they can do. This companion document helps
different stakeholders create a more focused set of recommendations specific to their role in the community. To
achieve this, we have structured the guide into pre-development, post-development, and development strategies to
identify moments of involvement of community, funders, and organizations.

HOW YOU SHOW UP MATTERS

WHAT’S YOUR ROLE

•

Get started early

How to work together towards a common goal

•

Address cultural equity in the community

•

•

Development with community partnerships

•

Navigate community politics

•

Protect affordable housing options

•

Do not dismiss residents’ concerns or issues

•

Mitigate displacement including natural habitat, birds, other

•

Buy and hire locally

Alleviate the potential stress of the community impact when
building parks, housing, or joint developments

wildlife, small businesses
•

More collaboration = maximum community benefits

PRE-DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
Align funding with equitable outcomes
•

Incentivize local governments to adopt tenant protection policies

•

Incentivize local governments to adopt equitable land-use policies

•

Incentivize local governments to engage in affordable housing preservation policies

•

Provide relocation assistance for projects that result in the direct displacement of tenants

•

Incentivize project applicants to partner with affordable housing, tenants rights, and economic development
agencies/organizations

•

Require good hiring practices, e.g., local/targeted hire, project labor agreements, prevailing wages

•

Require good economic development strategies, e.g., local procurement, small business interruption funds

Research & Data Collection
•

Do a displacement impact report as a component of due diligence

•

Do a neighborhood assessment to identify who currently lives, works, and attends school in the area and are likely
users of the park. Develop work with local organizations to create population specific outreach and engagement
strategies, for example seniors, youth, etc.

•

Identify potential local community partners and partners with housing/tenants rights, economic development
expertise
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Technical Assistance programs
•

Provide training and technical assistance workshops to help project applicants create displacement impact reports
and displacement avoidance strategies for their projects

POST-CONSTRUCTION
•

Engage in periodic monitoring of neighborhood change

•

Develop community stewardship programs

•

Partner with housing agencies/organizations to host regular tenants rights workshops and clinics

•

Develop community programs that support local economic development (for example night markets with local
street vendors, incentivize event hosts to utilize local businesses for catering)

HOW TO IMPLEMENT AS A PUBLIC AGENCY
RESEARCH
Housing vulnerability
Enterprise’s Opportunity 360 is a free online tool that compiles data from a number of sources including the latest
Census figures to provide a score (1-100) to help assess housing vulnerability. Key indicators people should be looking
at are:
•

Who lives/works in the area (race/ethnicity, age, gender, language)

•

Percentage of renters in an area

•

Rates of overcrowding

•

Housing burden - how many people are spending more than 30% of their income on housing?

•

Area Median Income of neighborhood vs city/county

Neighborhood institutions, organizations, and leaders
Who do they represent/who are they not representing? Are there community stakeholders whose voices are not being
represented by the groups you are reaching? What is your plan to bring their voices to the conversation?
FUND
•

Land acquisition and housing preservation

•

Support other’s land acquisitions or housing preservations with patient capital

•

Housing Impact Assessments and other Data Collection Systems.

•

Community Outreach & Education that includes tenant’s rights, housing counseling, economic development, and
employment opportunities and add specifically to guidelines

REQUIRE
•

Local and targeted hire

•

Local procurement and vending

•

No Net Loss/Relocation Assistance

•

Community outreach includes information on tenants’ rights, housing

PARTNER
•

Identify surplus land/affordable housing joint development opportunities

•

Work with housing agencies and organizations to target community stabilization resources in areas at high risk

•

Invite housing agencies and organizations to do a presentation at community meetings you are hosting

ESTABLISH
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•

Cross agency land acquisition/housing preservation strategy

•

Cross agency commission to coordinate collaboration

•

Internal staff to support implementation within each agency

•

Require implementation of community outreach as established in grant guidelines

ADVOCATE
•

Advocate for sister agencies to adopt similar policies

•

Elected officials to adopt tenants’ rights, rent control, and other equitable development policies

A NOTE TO COMMUNITY SERVING ORGANIZATIONS
BEST PRACTICES
•

Don’t ignore the issue or dismiss people’s concerns because they don’t align with your mission or are outside of
your area of expertise

•

Do prioritize hiring people with local community knowledge/expertise/relationships

•

Advocate with your board to take public positions on these issues

•

Advocate for public agencies to address issues proactively

•

Include in your budget funding to partner with other organizations with local expertise and ask for
recommendations

•

Mandate local purchasing and local hire

•

Propose joint development projects

•

Partner with locals and organizations to develop culturally relevant programming and services

A NOTE TO OUTSIDE FUNDERS
BEST PRACTICES
•

Fund community organizations embedded in the community and foster collaborative (as opposed to competitive)
environments

•

Allow grantees enough flexibility to explore ways to collaborate on community needs and strategic priorities

•

Fund general operating for organizations to explore joint development work and other innovative partnerships

•

Incentivize grantees to support local communities through local hire/local purchasing policies

PUBLIC + PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
•

Fund innovative pilot projects and collaborations. Because public funding sources and public agencies have more
funding restrictions and are slower to adopt new practices, philanthropic and private partnerships can provide
seed funding to show proof of concept that will allow for larger scale adoption in the future

•

Fund community-led evaluation processes that can help to identify best practices and identify the needed systems
to expand pilot projects to “scale”
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